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Figure 1: The interaction from the eyes of the participants (and the experimenter). Participants were exposed to the robot Pepper (SoftBank Robotics) only via the Zoom chats.

ABSTRACT

Informal caregivers often struggle in managing to cope with both the stress and the practical demands of the caregiving situation. It has been suggested that digital solutions might be useful to monitor caregivers’ health and well-being, by providing early intervention and support. Given the importance of self-disclosure for psychological health, here we aimed to investigate the potential of employing a social robot for eliciting self-disclosure among informal caregivers over time. We conducted a longitudinal experiment across a five-week period, measuring participants’ disclosure duration (in seconds) and length (in number of words). Our preliminary results show a positive trend where informal caregivers speak for a longer time and share more information in their disclosures to a social robot across the five-week period. These results provide useful evidence supporting the potential deployment of social robots as intervention tools to help provide support for individuals suffering from stress and experiencing challenging life situations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Informal caregivers provide care and support to a friend or family member while being unpaid and non-formally trained. Their care recipients often suffer from chronic health condition that are related to old age or a variety of physical and mental health conditions [52]. While many informal caregivers find the caregiving experience to be rewarding [61, 62], this experience is also often associated with serious health and well-being implications for the informal caregiver [49, 51, 52]. The caregiving situation is considered to be a potential stressor [40], which might lead to a variety of negative health and well-being outcomes including strain, burden, and depression [15, 21]. Previous empirical findings emphasize that caregiving as a stressor can have serious implications to the caregiver’s physical and mental health [28, 47]. The role of a caregiver, which requires time and resources [6, 42, 52], can limit informal caregivers from receiving professional mental and physical health treatment for themselves. This is a substantial psychological factor as caregivers struggle with managing to cope with stress and practical demands of the caregiving role while experiencing the loss (of a person and their independence), they often do not receive necessary help [10, 26, 49]. Moreover, informal caregivers are at a higher risk of hidden morbidity [8, 55], suffering from a condition without receiving a proper diagnosis, being aware of it or acknowledging one’s condition. As informal caregivers struggle in managing to cope with both the stress and the practical demands of the caregiving situation, they often receive no formal mental health treatment or help themselves [10, 49]. Accordingly, it has been suggested that online and digital solutions [e.g., 3, 4, 45, 46, 48], as well as ecological momentary assessment (EMA) and intervention (EMI) measures, can be used to monitor informal caregivers’ health and well-being, as well as to provide early intervention and support across several different domains [e.g., 25, 38, 57]. This would be especially meaningful to caregivers considering their natural limitations of receiving formal support due to the caregiving role [49, 50]. Moreover, while eHealth solutions, as well as health-technologies in general for care recipients, are widely addressed and studied in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research field, eHealth solutions and interventions for caregivers receive very little attention [45]. While these might not be suffering from a diagnosed condition, they are living with considerably difficult life situations and could use the support of various digital solutions.

Self-disclosure plays a critical role in successful treatment outcomes [58] and has a positive impact on mental and physical health [22]. Furthermore, there is substantial supporting evidence for engaging in emotional disclosure as part of a therapeutic process and as an intervention for stress and coping trauma, especially as a self-help intervention [41, 43, 44, 60]. Here we investigated the potential of employing a social robot as a tool for delivering EMI for eliciting self-disclosure among informal caregivers over time. Social robots, autonomous machines that interact and communicate with humans or other agents by following social behaviours and rules relevant to their role [9], are gradually being deployed across various health and well-being settings due to their ability to function autonomously or semi-autonomously in physical and social spaces alongside humans [see 27]. Social robots are being studied and introduced in psychosocial health interventions [see 53, 54], within mental health settings [see 33, 56], showing potential for overcoming some of the social barriers of EMA and EMI techniques [see 33]. EMA and EMI tools oriented towards caregiving stress and burden are often noninteractional, are highly dependent on caregivers’ active participation and are not as time-effective [7, 39, 45]. These interventions are often mobile or application-based and require full engagement on behalf of the caregiver to log information independently as these are highly dependent on users’ initiative and responsibility [see 11, 14, 20], which can be challenging when going through the caregiving experience [51].

Due to social robots’ embodiment and human-like design, previous studies show how social robots could encourage humans to self-disclose information and emotions [e.g., 34]. Moreover, previous studies show how richer modalities of communication like flowing dialogue [see 13, 19] can influence users’ perceptions of a system and provide a better user experience than traditional noninteractional systems [32]. Accordingly, social robots might just fall at the ideal intersection between being an autonomous and physically present technology [see 27] that can capture emotion and information while also being able to demonstrate social and cognitive cues that might help to elicit rich and valuable disclosures from informal caregivers [33]. Given the importance of self-disclosure for psychological health, in this late-breaking work, we introduce recent results from a long-term online mediated experiment with informal caregivers looking at informal caregivers’ self-disclosures to social robots over time.

2 METHODS

The study methodology followed an experimental design protocol for mediated online experimental design with a social robot [35]. For a detailed description of the experimental design, stimuli, task, procedure and measurements, please see the experimental design protocol [35]. All study procedures were approved by the research ethics committee of the University of Glasgow (ethics approval number: 300200132).

2.1 Experimental Design and Procedure

A 10 (chat sessions across time) repeated measures experimental design was conducted. Participants conversed with the social robot Pepper (SoftBank Robotics) via Zoom video chats about general everyday topics (e.g., social relationships, work-life balance, health and well-being). Each interaction consisted of the robot asking the participant 3 questions (x3 repetitions). The topic of each interaction was assigned randomly before the experimental procedure started, as was the order of the questions. Participants were scheduled to interact with the robot twice a week during prearranged times, and each interaction with the robot lasted between 5 to 10 minutes at most, and another 10-20 minutes were taken up for completing questionnaires. These interactions took place across five weeks
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between 21/07/21 and 24/08/21. When recruited, participants completed an induction questionnaire (Session 0) approximately one week before beginning their video chat interactions with Pepper (Sessions 1 to 10).

Each interaction with the robot Pepper followed the same order, starting with greetings followed by 3 questions (x3 repetitions). The participants were instructed to have a short conversation with the robot, following the robot’s lead in the interaction and answering the robot’s questions. Participants were instructed that no time limit applied for the interactions and that the interactions usually took about five to ten minutes. They were further encouraged to participate in the interactions the way they saw fit - speaking as little or as much as they wished. In addition, participants were instructed that there were no correct or incorrect answers, and they were encouraged to provide honest answers according to what they felt comfortable with. In the first interaction with the robot (Session 1), participants were asked for their name by the robot as part of the robot introduction (i.e., “Hello there, my name is Pepper, what is your name?”), as such a question would be part of a normal introduction in on-going social exchanges with another person. Before the interaction started, participants were instructed that they were not obliged to share their name with the robot and that they could give a fake name if they preferred to do so. From the second interaction (Session 2) onwards, the robot addressed each participant by the name they gave during the first interaction (Session 1), to provide a sense of natural and personalized interactions.

Each short interaction was guided by the robot as a semi-structured interview discussing non-sensitive topics regarding general everyday experiences. The task followed the following structure and order:

- Short greetings/introduction (e.g., “Hi there, how are you doing?”).
- One pre-defined general question about the participant day, week, or weekend, to build rapport (e.g., “How was your weekend? Did you do anything interesting?”).
- An opening statement introducing the topic of the question (e.g., “I am going to ask you about your social life”).
- Two pre-defined, non-sensitive questions that correspond to the topic that was randomly allocated to the interaction (e.g., “Can you tell me about your social-life? How often do you socialize, and how do you feel about it?”).

The ten topics for the ten sessions describe one or more of the six themes described by [16, 17], aiming to elicit meaningful disclosures following [30] and [2] guidelines. Following [16, 17] framework, these topics were aimed to initiate self-reflection and capture meaningful information regarding one’s quality of life and mental health. The ten topics were: Work Situation, Leisure and Passions (Life), Finances, Relationships, Social Life, Mental Health, Physical Health, Personality, Goals and Ambitions, and Routine and Daily Activities. After each interaction with Pepper, participants completed several questionnaires. For a detailed description of the procedure (including the questionnaires that participants were asked to complete), please see the experimental design protocol [35].

2.2 Participants

The target population for this study is exclusively informal caregivers. These are adults from the general population aged 18 or over who are having extra responsibilities looking after a friend or a family member due to a long-term physical or mental ill-health or disability, or problem-related to old age [52]. Moreover, participants reported to have normal to corrected to normal vision, not suffer from hearing loss or difficulties, or physical handicap, are native English speakers, and currently reside in Great Britain. Due to the technical requirements of the mediated experimental design, the target population of this study consist of individuals with access to a personal computer with Zoom installed, a functioning web camera, stable internet connection, microphone, and speakers/headphones.

Participants were recruited via Prolific and were allowed to participate only after confirming that they were older than 18 years, are informal caregivers, are the main caregiver of their care recipient, are native English speakers, residing in the UK, and have access to a computer with Zoom installed as well as a decent web camera, stable internet connection, microphone, and speakers/headphones. Also, Prolific users were asked to commit to attending 2 sessions a week across a 5 week period. Participants were paid a total of £3 for every 30 minutes of participation or participation session if it lasted less than 30 minutes. Participants who completed all 10 sessions were paid an extra £20 after their final interaction.

A priori power calculations using G’power software [23, 24] suggest that for reasonable power (0.83) to detect small to medium effect sizes, a sample size of 22 participants would be required. Due to the relatively complex data collection procedure and the potential for a high dropout rate, we recruited 40 participants via the Prolific website. Two participants who were recruited for the study ended up not participating in any of the sessions. Additionally, throughout the study four more participants dropped out, mainly due to their caregiving responsibilities, resulting in a final sample size of 34 participants.

2.3 Stimuli

Conversational interactions were guided by the robot Pepper (SoftBank Robotics), a humanoid robot capable of communicating via speech and body language or gestures. Pepper was placed in front of a web camera (Logi-tech, 1080p), connected to the experimenter computer (see Figure 2). Pepper communicated with participants in this study via the WoZ technique controlled by the experimenter via a PC laptop, whereas participants could only see Pepper on their Zoom screen (see Figure 1). All pre-scripted questions and speech items were written and coded in the WoZ system, with the experimenter controlling Pepper by pressing buttons on a PC laptop. Accordingly, the procedure followed a clear pre-programmed protocol where the experimenter did not need to speak or type anything during the interaction, but only pressed the relevant keys to trigger the required or appropriate text delivery via Pepper.

Pepper responded to participants’ answers and statements with neutral or empathetic responses. Pepper’s vocabulary was limited and constrained to reflect the current state of speech recognition technology in social robotics. A limited set of responses were predefined for answers and statements with neutral sentiment or containing factual information (e.g., “I understand”, “I see”, “okay”), for
answers and statements of positive sentiment (e.g., "I am happy to hear that", "This is really interesting", "That’s amazing"), and for answers and statements of negative sentiment (e.g., "I am sorry to hear that", "This sounds very challenging", "These are not easy times"). Moreover, Pepper had pre-defined statements for opening an interaction (e.g., "Hello there", "Hi!", "How are you doing today?"), closing an interaction ("That’s it for now", "See you next time", "Have a good weekend", "Goodbye"), answer with basic polite gratitude (e.g., "I am fine, thank you!", "Thank you!", "That is lovely of you to say so", "It was nice to chat with you too!"), and thank participants for their cooperation and disclosures (e.g., "Thank you for sharing with me", "Thank you for telling me", "What a nice memory. Thank you for sharing with me"). Pepper communicated using a cheerful, high-pitched voice, and expressive and animated body language that corresponded to the spoken content and Pepper’s physical capabilities. Pepper’s movements were self-initiated based on Pepper’s demo software’s “animation” function, in order to provide a sense of neutral interaction and to ensure replicability by future studies using the same functionality that all Pepper robots are equipped with.

2.4 Measurements and data units
For this late-breaking work, we are focusing on the features of disclosure’s duration, which is the duration of the speech in seconds, and disclosure’s length, which is the number of words used per disclosure. These two features were selected as measures for disclosure due to their objective essence to convey disclosure quantitatively [see 31, 34–36]. Using these two measures ensures high replicability, allowing other researchers to compare their results in relation to the length and duration of self-disclosure. Accordingly, these objective measurements provide a common language for HRI and HCI researchers studying self-disclosure, as well as researchers from different fields studying interventions aimed at encouraging self-disclosure. These measures do not indicate for latent aspects of the concept like depth and breadth [1], as well as for subjective perceptions of disclosure [see 30, 31]. Nevertheless, other measures were collected to provide further information regarding participants’ disclosures, including their subjective perceptions and qualitative evidence of the interaction [see 35].

The disclosure’s duration was extracted and processed from the audio recordings using Parselmouth [29], a Python library for Praat [5]. Disclosure’s length was extracted from the audio files using the IBM Watson speech recognition engine. To ensure capturing all utterances within each disclosure we amplified the audio files with 7 decibels and slowed the audio file’s pitch.

To ensure that our models only include high-quality data, in these preliminary models we included only cases that were processed correctly and did not require any further diagnosis. This resulted in a final sample size of 987 data units. We further investigated changes in disclosure (duration and length) and constructed two additional models without the rapport item of each session, focusing only on items that corresponded to the topics of disclosure. These models included a sample size of 659 data units.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Duration
Simple linear regression was used to test if the session number significantly predicted the disclosure duration when interacting with the social robot Pepper. The overall regression was statistically
significant, $F(1, 985) = 90.16, p < .001$, explaining 8.4% ($R^2 = .084$) of the variance in participants’ disclosure duration. It was found that the session number has a significant positive effect on participants’ disclosure duration ($\beta = 2.80, SE = .30, p < .001$).

Another simple linear regression was used to test if the session number significantly predicted the disclosure duration when interacting with the social robot Pepper, including only the items that corresponded to the topic of disclosure. The overall regression was statistically significant, $F(1, 657) = 78.98, p < .001$, explaining 11% ($R^2 = .107$) of the variance in participants’ disclosure duration. It was found that the session number has a significant positive effect on participants’ disclosure duration ($\beta = 3.46, SE = .39, p < .001$).

3.2 Length

Simple linear regression was used to test if the session number significantly predicted the disclosure length, in terms of the number of words used, when interacting with the social robot Pepper. The overall regression was statistically significant, $F(1, 985) = 70.46, p < .001$, explaining 7% ($R^2 = .067$) of the variance in participants’ disclosure length. It was found that the session number has a significant positive effect on participants’ disclosure length ($\beta = 6.70, SE = .80, p < .001$).

Another simple linear regression was used to test if the session number significantly predicted the disclosure length, in terms of the number of words used, when interacting with the social robot Pepper, including only the items that corresponded to the topic of disclosure. The overall regression was statistically significant, $F(1, 657) = 61.15, p < .001$, explaining 9% ($R^2 = .085$) of the variance in participants’ disclosure length. It was found that the session number has a significant positive effect on participants’ disclosure length ($\beta = 8.32, SE = 1.06, p < .001$).

Figure 3: Mean duration in seconds by the session number, including only the items that corresponded to the topic of disclosure.

Figure 4: Mean length in number of words by the session number, including only the items that corresponded to the topic of disclosure.

These preliminary results are particularly interesting due to the unique life situation of the target population, informal caregivers [see 52]. These individuals are under significant stress and deal with many complex burdens [42, 49, 51]. Accordingly, from the results of this study, we can learn about the value of social robot-led interactions with stressed individuals who might not be suffering from a diagnosed mental condition themselves, but are living with considerably difficult life situations. Furthermore, these results provide important evidence concerning the potential of introducing social robots in real-life applications of EMAs and EMIs. Social robots could therefore elicit rich interactions with stressed individuals over time, acquire relevant information from their disclosures, and potentially (and this will need to be further investigated and empirically evaluated) relieve their stress and burden via engaging them in ongoing discussions that elicit rich self-disclosures.
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